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One-time-only
page switch
Flip to page 7 for the
new, temporary
location of Forum in

Drenched together
Nearly 20Q evacuees take shelter with Red Cross

Dorm rules
help ensure
fire safety
By Kyle Reynold!
Reporter

today's edition of The
BG News

U.S. health care
plan should be
universal
It's up to us as college
students to advocate a
change in our nation's
health cate system,
writes columnist Tony
Regalado | Page 7

Fire threatens
Ancient Olympia
Wildfires in Greece
have come dangerously
close to the nation's
ruins, killing 60 people
throughout the country

| Page 8
RSA guidelines
aim to stop fires
The University upholds

EHOCHWU ! THEBGNEWS
SAFE HAVEN: A Red Cross volunteer assists in answering a few questions that flood victims have The Cube, a skating rink in Findlay. has served as a shelter for the
past few days to the victims of the area flooding

strict fire standards in
residence halls to
protect students' safety

By Megan Armentrout
and
Tim Sampson

| Page 3

Students boast
talents in show

Reporters
See DORMS | Page 3

'BG's Got Talent' brings
comedians, musicians
and singers to campus
| Page 2

New BG stadium
opens early
Local high school teams
play on the University's
new football field
ENOCHWU

'HEBGNEWS

ENTERTAINMENT: Flood victims play cards in the lobby of the

Women's soccer
team ties first
home match

From 2000 to 2(XH>. Ohio led
the nation in fire-related campus fatalities with a total of 12.
The University — in conjunction with the Bowling Green
Fire Department — is taking all
precautionary measures to make
sure fire incidents do not happen
here.
The University supplies freshmen with a list of items that are
prohibited and permitted in the
residence halls in order to help
prevent fires.
The prohibited items on the
list are there because those items
have been known to be fire hazards, said John Curlis, fire safety
officer at the University.
One of the prohibited items
that Curlis cites as one of the
most common causes of residence hall fires is candles.
"Students may say a candle
is just for decoration, but the
chances are it's going to get lit,"
Curlis said.
"Most fires are due to carelessness because people are busy
and they just forget about things."
Curlis said.
Students also need to make
sure they are using the correct wattage light bulb for their
lamps. One common cause of
fires is using a wattage that is too

Cube to pass the time during their stay with the Red Cross.

The Falcons tie
Morehead State I-I
over the weekend in an
exhibition game
| Page 4

rv
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SUSTENANCE: Red Cross volunteers provide flood victims with
food and clean water until they can return home

"BG's Got Talent." a
talent show, was held
here last weekend.
What would your
talent be?

A group of elementary school-aged children play
corn hole while others frolic in frightening costumes. They aren't at a Halloween party — they're
in the middle of a Findlay ice arena that has been
converted into an American Red Cross shelter following several days of severe flooding.
More than 185 people spent Thursday night in
the Cube lee Arena alter being evacuated from their
homes. Earlier in the week, a series of rain storms
drenched northwest Ohio, causing the Blanchard
River, which runs through Findlay, to rise more than
7 feet above flood level.
An estimated 2,200 to 2,500 Findlay residents
were forced from their homes. About 500 had to be
evacuated by boats, navigated by rescue workers,
said Hancock County Commissioner Phillip Riegle.
An evacuation shelter was first opened last
Tuesday at St. Andrew's United Methodist Church.
But that shelter was overtaken by rising flood waters,
forcing occupants to move to the ice arena in the
early morning hours of Wednesday, Aug. 22.
Workers at the shelter came from locations both
in and out of state to provide food, medication,
clothes and other crucial services to the evacuees.
So many clothes have been donated that there is
no longer an immediate need. However, the shelter
is still accepting monetary donations through the
American Red Cross.
Restaurants like Bob Evans, Chipotle, Olive
Garden and other local businesses have contributed
by feeding the evacuees.
These services have been utilized by victims who
came to the shelter with what few possessions they
were able to salvage. In addition to a roof over their
headsand warm meals, victims have needed simple
necessities like eyeglasses and dentures replaced.
"When you see some of the cases come in, you
have to walk off and have a good cry," said Phyllis
Davis, a Red Cross
volunteer, whose
See FLOOD | Page 8
Findlay home was

Fraternity
banned from
activities
By Jerry ANegood
MCT

Fast Carolina University suspended the Chi Phi fraternity from participating in universiry-sponsoRtl
activities Wcdncsda) aftei an oil
campus party that resulted in til
people being charged with violariqns. mostly for underage possession of alcohol.
State and local law officers
executed a search warrant early
Tuesday morning. Investigators
said Chi Phi fraternity was hosting
a party and selling alcohol without state alcohol beverage control
permits.
Corey King, assistant vice chancellor for student experiences at
ECU, said the university takes
underage drinking seriously.
"Our students must understand that underage drinking has
consequences," he said in a news
release.
The suspension prevents the 33member fraternity from participating in tush activities and intramural
sports, sponsoring social functions
or using campus facilities.

0n-campus employment offers flexibility to students
BRADRADER
Sophomore. Recreation and
Tourism Development

I
R

"I'm a pretty good
cuddler"

IN* i

TODAY
Sunny
High:8Uow.58

h'

I

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 87. Low; 63

By Scott Recker
Reporter

'

The University offers students
an array of on-campus employment opportunities that are both
convenient and flexible to class
schedules.
lobs on campus range anywhere from working in one of the
food courts to being a cashier at
the bookstore.
The easiest way for a student to
find an on-campus job is by registering on Wbrknet.
Worknet allows students to
search through a plethora of job
listings for both on- and off-campus employment and even internships and co-ops.
Senior Associate Director of
student employment Michelle
Simmons said she believes

Worknet makes job searching
much more convenient than the
traditional way.
"If you want to find out who is
hiring you don't have to go door
to door, you can find who is hiring
online," Simmons said." | Worknet]
is convenient, it's accessible and
it's centralized.
Students can register on
Worknet through the Career
Center page on the University's
Web site.
Throughout the year, around
4,500 students work on campus.
Dining Services is the largest
employer of University students,
providing jobs for around 800 students at a time.
Dining Services Personal
Officer Laurie Konrad said she
thinks employment with Dining
Services is a good opportunity for
University students

"It's a fun place, it's interesting
and there is a lot to learn," Konrad
said. "It gives students an opportunity to see how Dining Services
provides for them."
On-campus jobs make sure
students do not work too many
hours so school can be their main
focus
"One advantage of working on
campus is that each employer
knows the primary reason why
students are here," Simmons said.
"People aren't expecting students
to work a 40-hour work week."
Simmons said there are plenty
of on-campus jobs to go around.
"We have never had a situation where we have had to tell a
student, i'm sorry, there are no
jobs.'" Simmons said. "It may not
be your favorite job in the whole
world, but it would be an employment opportunity."

Simmons encourages students
who are trying to find a job to take
it seriously.
if you are applying
for a number of jobs,
you need to practice your
interviewing skills and
present yourself in a professional manner,"
Simmons said.
Kara Hendrick.
who works at
the information desk in
the Union decided
to work on campus
because it was the smart
decision.
"I choose to work on
campus because it was really convenient because I lived on campus at the time and they are really
flexible," Hendrick said.
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY

back in and driving off Eastbound
on Wooster. Police searched the
area and did not find the van.

1205 P.M.
.'.

■

:

.-.

'

' lorth Mam Street was
; ibout $500

2:22 AM.
i Tanna Maki. 21, of
Muskegon. Mich., was arrested on
Clough Street for public urination.

»f Toledo.
lilted on Aug
Bruek«n. 19. al

2:42 AM
An officer observed a male hiding.
The officer was unable to locate
ibjed because of a lack of
lighting in Lot 11.

■ it
| ■ ■■ I police
-yen
the •
ti r .iftei

2 42 A.M.
■■i',)dley Hanna. 24. of
Bowling Green, was issued a civil
Citation for public urination on
West Court Street.

614 PM

10:29 PM
■

being
perbad

He two
»yees
.rid on the counters. They
police -irrived.
11:40 P.M.
A Rirnboch. 18. of Bowling
: For underage

FRIDAY
12.24 A.M.
■ lie III. 25. of Bowling
>rdefly
conduct for violating nuisance
■

1:30 AM
- 20. of Euclid.
Ohio was arrested for fake ID.
1:49 AM.

.

. 5. of Bowling
tation
'00 Block of

1:49 A.M.
■Mlgire. 21. of Grand
.rested for
"icon Wallace
[o the Wood
tice Center.
2:21AM
in pulling into the Big Boy lot on Easi
■

3:31 A.M.
Brandon Campbell. 18. of
ind, was arrested for
underage drinking and criminal
trespassing and taken to the
Wood County Justice Center
Police found Campbell banging
on the door of home on Byall
Avenue, with his pants around his
ankles and covered in red vomit.
bell told police that he was
trying to find his dorm room.
11:42 A.M.
The rear window of a car parked
on North Main Street was broken
out overnight Damage was estimated at $500.
1202 P.M.
A woman left her purse m a cart in
the Wal-Mart parking lot When
lit was gone.
12:10 P.M.
Overnight someone broke into a
vacant apartment on Colony Lane
Road. The door frame was broken
and the carpet was sliced all over.
- q and estimated $2,000
worth of total damage.
1:06 PM.
Overnight, someone stole two stereo faceplates from unlocked cars
on South Summit Street.

■■
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ON THE WEB:
test of the
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Thursday, August 27
Mike Super,
Magician & Illusionist
9 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Forget the idea of what a magician is...
Mike will have you
amazed as he makes
it snow from his
hands, levitates four
feet above the
ground, and much
more!

Sponsored by Orientation and First Year Programs

SARAH ARNDt

Running for a cause
PRESSING ON: Students jog all over campus in a 5k run Saturday morning to benefit PUSH America and people with disabilities. The run was sponsored by Pi Kappa Pin. Kiss FM.
Residence Life and Oudoba, The run raised over $1,000 that will go to PUSH's service programs.

Students battle to win talent show
By Adam Louis
Reporte'
At about 8:511 p.m. Saturday,
tin- crowd started trickling
Into the Union ballroom,
Tin' lights dimmed 15 minutes later, and I he crowd laded
from a dull roar to whispers.
a few final stragglers scram
blingtofindaseat.
three judges took their
seats by the stage, awaiting
the first contestant.
Welcome to BG's (lot Talent.
The contest was known
for the past two years as l!(i
Idol, which was only a singing competition, but has since
been opened up to include
other talents, said lodi Webb,
associate dean of students.
About 211 students auditioned through the week, and
eight were chosen for the show.
One contestant dropped out

just before the show began.
Junior Kobert Campbell
stepped onto the stage first.
His gentle hut powerful voice
echoed through the ballroom,
commanding
everyone's
attention as he sang "Sing
Out."
"Are you singing on a vocal
ensembleV" asked loeOravec/.
judge and associate vice president of student affairs.
"No."
"Why not?" Oravecz said.
OraveCZ then encouraged
Campbell to "share his talent."
Freshman Patrick Cannon

ca me next, his mellow, smoot h
voice paying tribute to frank
Sinatra in his rendition of "All

The Way."
"I enjoyed the song," said
judge Tiffany Davis. "It was
good overall."
lunior
Megan
Zurkey.
backed by her friend Lisa
Kemper, sang out a passionate song called "Using Me."
Zurkey wrote the lyrics, music
and harmonies this past
March.
"You've got the passion
behind |the songl," Oravecz
said "I think you hit it out of
the ballpark."
Dan I 'ogarty strode onto the
stage, grabbing a microphone
and shouting, "Where are my
soldiers out there?"
A small fan club in a middle
row stood up and cheered.
"let's get nasty!" shouted
I ogarty amid the laughter and
cheers.
Almost as if someone had
flipped a switch, I'ogarty
lapsed into that subdued passion singers have just before
the first notes of then song, lie
stepped offstage, a few feet in
front of the crowd, and belted
out "You lift Me Op," by losh
Groban, Arms and lit cellular
phones came up in the crowd,
swaying in time to the music.
I ogarty earned a standing
ovation.
id love to have you sing
that at Dance Marathon," said
judge Erin Small.

FALCOH
FACTS
Seal Legends
•If you pass to the right of
the seal, you will do well
on your next test. Pass to
the left and you will fail.

"Only if you'll dance with
me," replied I ogarty.
Sophomore Sundccp Mulgi
changed the pace, carry
ing a guitar case to the stage.
He opened the case. It was
empty.
"That's just for tips." Mutgi
said.
Mutgi launched into a
comedy routine, putting an
amusing twist on everything
from Mrs. Buttersworth to his
unusual name.
When his grandmother
died. Mutgi said his family
was dehal i ng whet her or not to
have an open or closed casket
at the funeral. They reached ,i
compromise.
"YOU know those Hash cans
with the flip up lids-'' Mutgi
asked. The crowd burst out
laughing. "Well, that's what

we did for Grandma!"
Mutgi received tips during

his act.
freshman Savannah Sully
stood on stage and shook her
head. "Ibis whole thing is a
crock." she said. " There's no
evil British guy."
She was clad in gray sweat
pants, a white T-shirt that read
"Let's download something
naughty" and light-up. transparent heels.
i wanted to look as 'white
trash' as possible." Sully said.
Sully went into a comedy
routine of her own. giving
advice on relationships and
how to keep other people out

at

of your dorm.
"You remind me of a female
Ron White," Davis said.
Sophomore
Mark
Gallagher's hands flew across
the finished wood of his guitar's fretboard, effortlessly
playing "La Grange" by /./
Idp, his head bobbing to the
blues-rock tune.
"That was really, really great,"
Small said. "I can tell you love

[playing,"
Audience members voted

after Gallagher's act
Thewinner...after millions
of voles, host Mike Poppos
said "is Sundeep Mutgi."
Mutgi had won a Nintendo
Wii.
Tm really happy about it."
Mutgi said. I have never done
anything in front of people
before."
fogarly came in second
place and Gallaghei placed
third.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct .ill factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
In the Pulse column "Peanut Butler
and Jelly Time." the Smuckers
survey results, conducted by Hams
Interactive, said 86 percent of adults
prefer ciustless sandwiches, when in
fact 86 percent of adults prefer the
crust on their PB&Js

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc.

www.metcabg.com

APARTMerVTS/Hoi/ses/SroRAee UNITS
ATTENTION

SOPHOMORES
& JUNIORS

COG OH TODAY TO;
View our 2007/2008 Listing
View photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings

Be a volunteer
with Victims Services
to help with

r .11 ii

sexual assault
and domestic

TIRE SALE

violence survivors.
Goodwill will remain open through our
remodeling with a temporary Outlet store!

♦ ♦♦

We're just 50 yards down the sidewalk from our
current location on 1058 N Main Street
We'll have more than 2.000 square leet ol
bedding, furniture, housewares and some apparel

Deadline
lor applications in
Thurs.. Aug.30
at 5 p.m.

TIRES

Hours Open: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Noon - 5:00 p.m. Sunday

,ii

ext. 35115 or
victims@bc.wcnet.org
for an application

j0*^ Tires j

The Goodwill Outlet Store will remain open until
the grand reopening ol our huge new BG store
and donation center in October.
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DORMS
From
The small fire in Rodgers
Quadrangle last year was
caused by a lava lamp.
Halogen light bulbs are not
permitted in the residence halls
because they burn much hotter
than incandescent bulbs.
Fire inspections are done
once a semester i n t he residence
halls and University-owned
apartments. The inspections
are done by resident advisers
who have received fire safety
training, (ackie Margreaves,
resident adviser in Rodgers
Quadrangle, and her fellow RA's
use a checklist when inspecting rooms, making sure none
of the prohibited items are in
any of the rooms.
"We look for extension
cords, wires that are all over
the place, we check the smoke
detectors and make sure nothing is blocking the windows,"
Margreaves said.
The most common fire hazard Margreaves sees is the use
of extension cords. She said
surge protectors are a safer
alternative because extension
cords can get tangled up and

become a serious fire hazard.
Certain items are on the
list because they are known
to cause fires, but others are
on the list because they can
become dangerous after a fire
is started, like bean bag chairs.
"We have run flame tests
00 bean bag chairs, and the
vinyl material gives off a very
black choking smoke if there is
a small fire," Curlis said.
Students are bringing more
stuff to school than they did
20 years ago, so il is important
students take proper precautions to keep their belongings
safe, according lo Curlis.
"All the electronics and computers make for a pretty good
fireload," Curlis said. "A lot of
those contents give off some
deadly smoke, too."
A goal of Curlis and Stephen
Meredith, Bowling Green's fire
chief, is to have all University
buildings equipped with full
sprinkler systems. Founders,
Oflenhauer and the Conklin
West Greek Units have sprinkler systems.
"I would like to have them in
all the buildings eventually,"
Meredith said. "They are being
done one by one. It is expensive
hul I desire to have one in every

Monday. August 27 2007 5

building."
The University offers fire
safety training for people who
are interesled.
"We work very closely with
the city fire department,"
Curlis said. "They come and
help us with presentations, and
we teach things like hands-on
fire extinguisher training."

PROHIBITED ITEMS
■ List of prohibited items:
■ Candles, incense and oil
lamps
■ Halogen bulbs
■ Extension cords
■ Appliances with exposed
heating elements, including microwave/convection oven combination
units
■ Hot plates, toaster ovens.
hot pots, waffle irons,
outdoor and indoor grills
■ Air conditioners
■ Portable heaters and
electric blankets
■ Floor lamps that have
five flexible arms
■ Inflatable furniture and
bean bag-type chairs
■ Upholstered furniture
that is not fire retardant

RACHfl RADW4NSKI
FIRE SAFETY: Toasteis are one of many fire hazards prohibited from residence halls on campus The RSA aims to educate residents
about the regulations while also accommodating students tornfoit and living needs as much as possible

RSA balances comfort, rules

GET A LIFE
Greek House Director Meeting

By Christie Kerntr
Reporter

314 Union
;

U a m. - j p.m.

Gieek Carnival
Union Oval

U a.m. - 2 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Fundraising Table
Union Lobby

6 - 7:30 p.m.
The Amazing-Race
Union Oval
6:30-8 p.m.
Self-defense Seminar
St Thomas MoieUniveisity Parish
Gymnasium

Out in the sun on the 'beach'

9-11:30 p.m.
Fall Welcome Mike Super
202 Union

FRISBEE: A Univeisity student plays frisbee with a friend at the "Mac beach"

BE

PART

OF

ThcResidentSludentAssocialion
works hard to make students
comfortable while living in rcsi
dence halls on campus, hut also
maintains strict regulations
about items permitted in dorms.
The RSA mission statement
says, "The purpose of this organization is to provide a voice
for resident students, to improve
the quality of life on campus, to
promote unity and community
among University housing units
and to promote diversity and
awareness for all resident students of Bowling Gieen State
University."
Regulations to help improve
on-campus living can be found
in the student handbook.
As of this year, no teal changes
have been made in what students are permitted to have in
their dorms, said RSA President
Ryan Gardner.

Gardner explained students
can approach the RSA with
questions.
"If students feel that something is unfair they can always
come t" USA by going onto hgsii.

edu/rsa/studentconcerns and
type in any problem they may
have,* he said.
fenny I wing, director of programming, said one common
misconception students have is
that they "are allowed to have
coffee makers as long as it does
not have a heat ing plate."
Some students feel the RSA's
rules make for a safer living
environment.
"I think the rules are legit
because someone could easily
bum something," MacDonald

resident MartinaChatman said.
Students are also restricted

from using any form of drinking
paraphernalia.
"Basically, don't bring anything you wouldn't want your
grandma to see.' Iwings.mi.

(lllici neus regarding the USA
involves its plans for the UpCOril

Ing year,
Our big goal at the moment
is actually updating our movie
channels and possibrj making
one MTVu, and two are also
being changed to digital media
players, which will allow more
movies and better quality on

the channels foi the future,"
Gardner said.
Gardner also discussed the
man) opportunities foi students
to be entertained on campus.
"During the year we host a
couple of leadership ret reals,iiul
also help with leadership academy as well as our annual programs such as Halloween Fun
lest and Stbs \ Kids (.arimal.

Gardner said.
The RSA meets at 7:30 on
Tuesday nights in room 207 of
the Union. Concerns, questions

ami comments can be addressed
at these meetings, and everyone
is welcome to attend,

THE

KEY YEARBOOK
Organizational Meeting
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 7:30PM
28 WEST HALL
(In The Basement)

For More Intotmation
thekey@bgsu.edu

ALL

CAMPU

Picnic &
Campus Fest

^sss^

©tDS»£0S
BSGUs

Multicu

• wmsm
Refreshments will be provided
Tue. Sept. 4-8 pm
Rm. 202 WestHall

Writing
Editing
Illustration
Photography
Questions email rautry@bgsu.edu

I Friday, September 7, 2007
University Hall Lawn

• • • »Get Active •

•••••••••••
Get Experience •
•••••••••••
• • • Get Excited i

SPORT
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SIDELINES

Teams enjoy Perry Stadium experience
By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

BASEBALL
Indians beat Royals
in later innings
Grady Sizemore and Asdrubal
Cabrera came up with twoout hits in the ninth inning

DOYT DWELLERS

The new and improved Doyt
I.. Perry Stadium, with new
field turf ami the Sebo At h let ii
Center located behind the
east end zone, will not host a
Falcons game until Sept. 22.
when BG hosts the Temple
Owls, liul for athletes and fans
from select high schools, opening day al Ihe Doyt came much
sooner.
"Anytime it's the first week of
the season, It's a special week.
Then you're in a venue like
this, and il makes it ihat much

A list of high school football
games played at Doyt L. Perry
Stadium this season.
Toledo St. John 40, Findlay 27
Perrysburg 20, Fremont Ross 14
Aug. 31- Bowling Green vs.
Fostoria

more exciting for our kids. It's
a neat atmosphere," said Derek
Kidwell, Fremont Ross' head
football coach.
The
game
between
I'errysburg and Fremont Ross

was the second game ever
played on the new turf and was
movedtoDoytL. PerryStadium
to preserve Perrysburg's
Steinecker Stadium, which
recently underwent a $14,000
resodding after 2006's season
finale, when I'errysburg and
Southview ripped up the field
in weather similar to this past
week.
"The turf grass that is on our
field is newly planted, it hasn't
had chance to take solid root.
We're afraid to ruin the grass
with the dampness and all the
activity on the field," said the
vice president of Perrysburg's

High School Athletic Boosters,
PeteCarella.
According to Kidwell, playing at Doyt I.. Perry Stadium
was not a large adaptation for
his team, which practices and
plays its home games on turf.
Kidwell also said the game
should favor the Little Giants
since theyare the quicker team
on the faster surface.
BG is one of four MidAmerican Conference schools
to be playing on new field turf
this season, according to MAC
Report Online. FieldTurf has
See DOYT | Page 6

and the Indians went on to
win 5-5 in the 11th inning in
Kansas City to maintain their
2.5 game lead in the Central
Division race.
See more | Page 5

FOOTBALL
Browns QB race
getting more and
more interesting

All knotted up

After another good showing
by Brady Quinn. the Browns
are still holding their cards
close in naming a starting QB.
As it stands. Charlie Frye is
their starter.
See more | Page 6

OUR CALL
Today in sports
history
1971

The NY Giant football

team announces they're
leaving the Bronx for New
Jersey in 1975.
1972-The 20th Olympic
games open at Munich
German FR.
1961-The official
International Hockey Hall of
Fame opens in Toronto.
1955-The first color telecast
(NBC) of a tennis match
(Davis Cup).
1956-The Yankees
announce purchase of
outfielder Enos Slaughter
from Kansas City.
1947 - The first appearance
by a black baseball pitcher.
Don Bankhead hit a HR in his
first at bat.

JORDAN fLOWER ' THE8GNLW,
SLIDE TACKLE: Stacey Lucas (9) slides under Moiehead State's Micaela Hoinslein (16) in an attempt to steal the ball The game ended in a 1-1 tie.

1939 - On the first major
league baseball telecast

Falcons tie Morehead State

the Reds beat the Brooklyn
Dodgers (W2XBS NY).

1-1 in exhibition contest

The List
The BG News presents the

By Jordan Cravens

five best teams in baseball.

Reporter

1. Boston: They've got
Beckett, Dice-K, Papelbon
and Schilling to go with a
pretty potent offense and a
pretty annoying fan base.
2. Anaheim: Guererro
is one of the best players in
baseball and he's on a team of
hustlers and situational hitters
that find ways to win.
3. Seattle: This team is

BRIAN BORNHOEFT I WIBGNEWS

GET OFF ME: Kristin McDonald (21) passes by a Morehead defender during
Saturday's game

Rain clouds passed overhead,
leaving behind only a few sprinkles as the women's soccer team
hosted its first home competition
in an exhibition match against
Morehead State Saturday.
Fans lined the men's practice
field with folding chairs as they
watched the Falcons' battle to a
1-1 tie with MSU.
BG coach Andy Richards
described the exhibition match
as a learning experience for both
teams as he made sure all the

team's healthy players saw minutes in the match.
"It's just an opportunity to get
play in and give people a run," he
said.
The Eagles got off to an early
lead in the first half with a goal by
Kelly Busch.
"We let in A pretty poor shot
from our perspective," Richards
said.
"The goal they scored and really
all the problems they caused for
us were in transition."
Heading into halftime down by

now 19 games over .500 and
giving the Yankees all kinds
of trouble at getting into the
playoffs

4. New York Mcts:
They started winning when
they needed to and now

Men fall to Oakland 2-1 in
second preseason game

they're a near-lock to win the
NL East with a good combo

By Pete Schramm
Reporter

of young and old players.

5. Arizona: Late
bloomers, the D-Backs have
come on strong to take a
decent lead in the NL West.
They've also been helped by
the free-falling Dodgers and
the struggling Padres.

The BG men's soccer team closed its
preseason with a 2-1 exhibition loss to
Oakland University Friday.
Despite the loss, the Falcons displayed a much improved defense and
an array of young talent.
The game was broken up into three
separate periods. Oakland struck first
when Grizzly forward Michael Reyes'
header found the net.
In the second period, Oakland
scored again when BG defender

Thomas McClean's attempt to deflect
a pass out of bounds sent the ball into
the wrong net.
McClean would make up for his
mistake, however, with a spectacular
defensive play later in the period.
On an Oakland breakaway,
McClean chased down midfielder
Piotr Nowak from behind and broke
up what would have been a 1-on-l
scoring attempt.
A number of BG scoring opportunities fell short throughout the rest of

JORDAN FLOWER I THE BG NEWS
KICKIH' IT: Gar.ett Bireline (4) battles with an Oakland defender for

See HEN | PageS

the ball during Fridays game.

Quinn may
give Browns
best chance
to win now

I'm a guy who's notorious for
changing his mind. When it
comes to controversial subjects
I don't like to take a hard stance
because 1 hate being wrong.
But right now, I'm willing
to take a hard stance on the
Cleveland Browns' quarterback
situation.
Brady Quinn should get a ton
of playing time in the final preseason game. If he's got comparable numbers to his first two
appearances, then he should
start the opener.
Coming from a Michigan fan
who made fun of Quinn in every
College Football Pick 'F.m last
season, that says a lot.
Why should he start?
Charlie Frye is the worst starting quarterback in the NFL as it
stands. I le makes Ion Kitna look
like Dan Marino.
Why would the Browns make
Quinn watch Frye play? He
could learn how to throw like
a girl, turn the ball over in the
red zone and hold onto the ball
too long.
What a great way to learn his
position!
Quinn already looks more
comfortable than Frye. He
stands in the pocket and reads
the defense. He recognizes
when none of his receivers are
open and throws into the flat.
He's played in an NFL-type system for two years and it shows.
The biggest reason the
Browns should play Quinn now
is because he probably gives
them the best shot at winning.
A solid running game, decent
receiving core and a great tight
end give him plenty of weapons
to work with. He's got a brand
new line that is as good as it's
been since the Browns' return.
One of the only reasons no one
thought the Browns would do
anything this year was because
of their quarterback situation.
lamal Lewis wouldn't be able
to make up for Charlie Frye's
lack of talent. Neither would his
receivers.
With Quinn, you're not worried about turning the ball over
on every possession. You're
confident that your quarterback
can make good decisions and
read defenses, which would
keep drives alive.
The Browns defense is not
great.The line is patchwork. The
linebackers are missing Willie
McGinest, but the secondary
has a lot of skill.
Do you really want to watch
them break down in the early
fourth quarter of every game
because the offense can't stay
on the field?
I'd really like to avoid a repeat
of last season's Pittsburgh game
if at all possible. Frye squandered chance after chance to put
the Steely McBeams away and
the Browns ended up losing.
A common argument is that
"the Browns don't want to
ruin Quinn like they did Tim
Couch."
Those two guys are apples
and oranges. Tim Couch went to
Kentucky, a basketball school,
sometimes. He made a living off
dump passes and had a bloated
completion percentage. He also
had Terry Kirby as his running
back and Kevin Johnson as his
No. 1 receiver. His line was terrible and his team was full of
expansion draft players.
Quinn is going to be throwing
to two top-10 picks. He's got a
running back that set the record
for rushing yards in a game and
had one of the best seasons ever
for a running back.
Apples and oranges.
The Browns are much better off going with the luck of
the Irish rather than the wrath
of the trash 'stache on Sept. 9.
E-mail comments to Colin at
crwilso@bgsu.edu.
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a goal, BG kicked off (he second
half looking much more at ease.
"The first half was a little bit
shaky, we seemed to have a
hard time finding our rhythm
and getting into our game,"
Richards said, pleased with the
team's turn-around in the second half where efforts on both
the offensive and defensive
ends stepped up.
Richards cited frequent substitutions, not playing on their
usual field and the typical firstgame rustiness as reasons the
team didn't click right away.
"It's the first game and everyone is a little rusty and it takes
time to get back into our game,"
Richards said.
Freshman Katie Stephenson,
making her debut as a Falcon,
scored the team's lone goal as
she headed the ball into the goal
from a pass by Danielle Gygan
early on in the second half.
"It was great for her — |a|
freshman scoring in her first
game," Richards said.
The two teams battled it out
for the remainder of the match,
with both squads coming close
to breaking the lie.
Red-shirt freshman Alexa
Arsenault played about the final
third of the match as goal keeper, recording two saves and preventing the Faglcs from taking
the victory.
Arsenault, who also was
making her debut as a Falcon,
described the intensity of her
first competition.
"It was very overwhelming at
first. There were a lot of people
out at our game, which I really
haven't had a lot of exposure to."
she said in admitting to both
nervousness and excitement to
playing in the match.
Along with her teammates,
Arsenault was commended by
Richards in stepping up to play
their respective roles and helping out with the team effort.
"Alexa made some great saves
towards the end and kept us in
it," Richards said.
Tiffany llansen also grabbed
two saves in her time at the goal,
while Christy Zabek did not face
any shots on goal.
BG will open its regular season schedule Oil the road against
West Virginia on Friday.
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Tribe beats Royals with late
; clutch hitting in 11th
KANSAS CITY (AP) — The
Cleveland Indians needed
;
some two out magic to take
the Royals to extra innings. Two
innings later, they did it again.
Travis Ilafher and Victor
Martinez singled home runs
with two out in the 11th inning
and the Indians rallied for a 53 victory over the Kansas City
Royals to remain 2 1/2 games
ahead of the Detroit Tigers in
the AL Central.
r
""""
^^*^B W-^
The Indians almost didn't get
to extra innings. Down to their
-*rTi*rTar.—r final out in the ninth, Sizemore
hit a two-strike double off
EDZUHOA | (IPPHO'O
Royals closer loakim Soria.
Asdrubal Cabrera followed SAFE: Cleveland Indians Gtady Sizemore (24) sides safely into home as Kansas City
with a single to center to score Royals catcher John Buck waits for the ball in the 9th inning of yesterday's game.
Sizemore. Soria was charged
with his fourth blown save in the big hit. Asdrubal with the who threw 18 strikes out of 22
18 opportunities. Mis previ- big knock to tie it. I lafher com- pitches, struck out three in two
ous blown save was May 20 at ing up huge for the balliiub perfect innings to pick up the
victory. Joe Borowski got his
and huge for him."
Colorado.
I lather's single off John Bale, 37th save in 42 chances.
"When we were down going
Blake said the game was
into the ninth with two out, it the sixth Royals pitcher, scored
was looking pretty bleak," said Franklin Gutierrez, who led especially crucial, because the
Casey'Blake, who had two hits off the II th with a walk and team was aware of Detroit's
and an RBI. "It was a huge win moved to second on a sacri- win over New York.
"We're pressing September
fice bunt. Sizemore, who was
for us."
Indians manager Eric Wedge hit by a Bale pitch, scored the and everyone watches the
said the Indians have gotten second run of the inning on a standings. You see Detroit win
today. It was good to be able lo
Martinez single.
used to playing to the last out.
"1 was trying to the hit the come liack against good pitch"The game changed in a
minute and a half," Indians ball hard, knowing if I get a ing, to tie it up."
Many teams will claim they
manager Hric Wedge said. base hit that's a run," Mather
don't watch the scoreboard.
"Asdrubal has given us a big said.
Joel I'eralta (1-31. the fifth Not the Indians.
boost. I le's right in the middle
"Definitely, I'm not going
of everything. We had to work Royalspitcher.walkedGutierrez
to lie to you," Blake said.
at it laic. We really had some and was charged with the loss.
Rafael Betancourt (3-0), "Everyone does at this point."
guys to step up late. Grady with

V
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"I thought some of our rookies were nervous,

MEN

but they got all the kinks out. During the
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the second period.
Forward Sean Misick sent
a shot sailing just high of the
goal, while another Falcon
shot sailed through (he hands
of the Oakland goalkeeper
only to fall a few feet to the left
of the goal.
the final period brought
the Falcons' only goal of the
game, delivered by sophomore
Jacob Uiwrcnce. After a throw

middle of the second quarter we started
picking it up, but we just picked it up too late."
Alec Perea I BG soccer

in, Lawrence won a scramble
for the ball and converted at
almost point-blank range.
BG coach Fred Thompson
came away from the game disappointed with the loss, but

also optimistic about his team's
effort during the final period.
"Overall, we didn't perform
quite as well as we should have."
he said. "I thought the last 30
minutes were very good,
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUOOKU™
"I thought we did a great job
of climbing back into the game.
I thought we created a lot of
great chances."
Senior Alec Fvrea. one of the
veteran leaders of the team,
came away pleased with the way
his freshman teammates performed.
"I thought some of our rookies
were nervous, but they got all the
kinks out," he said. "During the
middle of the second quarter we
started picking it up. but we just
picked it up too late."
Forward Abiola Sandv mir-

rored Perea's thoughts that the
learn just got things going loo
late. "The first two periods then.1
was not a lot of energy, but in the
last third we really stepped il up
a little and showed that we could
play with that team," Sandy said.
The I .tli mis will travel to
Florida for four games with
the regular season opener coming Friday against
Florida International. They
will return home Sept. 14
for the home opener against
Central Arkansas In the BGSU
Invitational.

ARK
'4 i p ®
706 Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green, OH 43402 I 419-353-510

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

I SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $299
UNFURNISHED $310
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
•trip otter only valid at the Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a fLat screen TV
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Quinn improving throughout preseason, still not No. 1
ByEricW.Bolin
The Associated Press

MAM DUNCAN

ITS A CELEBRATION:
lates o "

APtMOIO

arm wide receiver Syndric Steptoo (12) congratu••■■n Hill Auq II

DF.NVF.R — Charlie Prye can sec
Brady Quinn in his rear view
mirror — and (he rookie is closing fast.
The incumbent starter knows
the clamor for the rookie firstrounder is loud. And Fiye's not
sure he's going to be the starter
when the season opens.
" You're asking the wrong guy,''
Frye said. "You need to ask coach
|Romeo| Crennel what he thinks
about that."
Crennel isn't saying.
About the only thing that is
clear is who the starting quarterback isn't going to be. Fourthstringer Ken Dorsey didn't see
any action against Denver
as Crennel tried to narrow his
focus.
I'rye may be in the lead for the
job, but Quinn has been spectacular in the preseason.
Frye led the Browns' first-

teamers into the end zone for
the first time this summer on
Saturday night and looked solid
in two series.
Quinn looked even better.
After missing 11 days in a contract holdout, Quinn has completed 21-of-30 passes for 236
yards, three touchdowns and no
interceptions.
"I think I made some progress,"
Quinn said. "I missed a couple of
throws, a couple of reads. Other
than that, I think I'm progressing
and getting better."
Quinn looked sharp in his preseason debut against Detroit's
reserves and on Aug. 18, and
on Saturday he got some action
against the Broncos' starters. He
completed all five of his passes
on bis first drive before a 29-yard
toss to Joe Jurevicius in the end
/.one was erroneously niled an
incompletion.
Quinn has all three of the
Browns' touchdown passes this
preseason and his 236 yards

passing and 119.8 passer rating
lead the team. Frye is 22-for-32
for 232 yards with an interception and a 76.6 passer rating.
Anderson is 22-for-33 for 215
yards, one interception and a
67.1 rating.
"I like all three guys and what
they're doing right now," Crennel
said. "Like I said, it just gives you
more options."
Frye isdoing his best to hold off
Quinn. After bis best preseason
perfonnance ever, he compared
it to last year's preseason game
against the Bears but with one
big difference,
"I think the difference is I was
playing against the Hirst-stringers! tonight," Frye said after
Saturday's game. "If it's up to me,
I'm playing the whole game, but
it's not up to me. Once again, I'm
not making the decision."
Quinn may be the Browns'
quarterback of die future, but
Uieir fans are wondering if the
future is now.

From Page 4
beeninstalledatstadiumsacross
the country due to its durability
and superior draining abilities
compared to grass.
Kidwell said he also believed
playing in the larger stadium
would not affect his team, considering Fremont Ross recently
built a brand new stadium.
"It's a privilege to come play
in a venue like this," Kidwell
said. "It's a neat experience for
our kids, but the field is still
a hundred yards and you still
need to cross the goal line to
win, and that's all that matters
to our kids."
The game also served as
a reunion with Doyt Perry
Stadium for both head coaches.
Both I'erryshurg's Matt Kregel
11987-I99D and the Little Giants'
Kidwell (1992-1996) played football for the Falcons.
"It's a little different, we didn't
have the turf, and we didn't
have the Sebo Center. The locker
room we're in was our old weight
room where I actually spent a lot
of hours. It brings back some
memories," Kidwell said.

Having the game in BG turned

When we
can't tell you
what you'll be
doing tomorrow
because youVe
not come up
with it yet.

out to be a big draw for fans. The
lower half of both grandstands
were nearly filled with fans that
fought the violent rain storm.
Perrysburg's attempt to escape
the elements failed as the game
was suspended in the second
quarter due to significant lightning right after the little Giants
scored to make the score 14-7.
I lowever, the fans enjoyed the
game with both student sections competing to out-cheer
the other.
T think it's a terrific experience for the athletes and for
all the fans to come down here
and see this great facility,"
Carella said.
Perrysburg won the game 2014 after a one-hour rain delay in
the second quarter.

Welcome New &
Returning
Students!

lGet2BigBoysl
| FOR $3?9 |
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Present this coupon to
purchase two Big Boyr
sandwiches for $3.99.
Dine-In, Carry-Out or
Drive-Thru. Not valid
with other discounts OT
offers. Limit 4 sandwiches
per visit. Valid Only at
Bowling Green locations.
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Favorite Thing!

We believe that what we are doing today will help us become
the BP we want to be tomorrow. Our business is the exploration,
production, refining, marketing, trading and distribution of
energy; and we have nearly 100,000 people in 100 countries
across six continents. In this age of growing consumer demand
and environmental urgency, we are always looking to find new
and better ways of delivering energy to the world - without
compromising the planet.
Take up one of our engineering, science or business opportunities
and you could be helping to find new reserves, create cleaner
fuels, expand our capacity and market our brands to over 15
million customers every day. Look beyond the limits.
BP is an equal opportunity employer.
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"Students may say a candle is just for decoration, but the chances are
its going to get lit. - John Curiis. University fire safety officer [see story, p. 1]

it JlKhfc I

"Madden"
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"BG's Got Talent," a talent show, was held here last weekend [see story, p. 3]. What would your talent be?
"Telling jokes."

"Tumbling."

"I'm an excellent

I*

thumb wrestler."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

SHAWN MCDOWELL,
Sophomore, Early
Childhood Education

MALLORY SMITH,
Freshman. Accounting

SAMANTHA USHER.
Freshman. Early Childhood
Education

RYAN EVANS.
Sophomore. VCT

For a better Internet keep ISPs in their place

Let's say you're writing a
research paper late one night.
You have one more page left
to write and you knowofa
Web site that has a key piece of
information that can wrap up
your paper perfectly. So you
open your Web browser and
type the URL into the address
bar. But when you hit the enter
key to go to the Web site, the
screen reads: "This Web site is
unavailable."
You think you may have
entered (he wrong address, so
you type in < ioogle's address to
search there. But once again,
you get a message that the Web
site can not be viewed. So why
are you getting these messages?
The answer is because you have
the wrong Internet service provider. And this is why net neutrality needs In he protected.
Net neutrality is tricky to
define because the term itself
is more of an understood idea
rather than written law. What
net neutrality breaks down to is
Internet service providers (such
as AT&T and lime Warner) are
to keep the Internet free and
open without discrimination.
This allows us to view any Web
site and all at the same speed.

Net neutrality in a nut shell is
the way we view content on the
Internet today.
I lowever, service providers
such as AT&T, Verizon, Comcast
and Time Warner want to get
rid of net neutrality. They want
Web site owners to pay a fee in
order to put their content on
their server. This fee is different
from the cost someone would
pay to start up a Web site. This
fee is what someone would have
to pay just to have their Web
site available on the Internet.
For example if Google didn't
pay the fee to AT&T but did to
Verizon, subscribers to AT&T's
Internet would experience very
slow upload on Google or none
at all.
Without net neutrality, small
Internet businesses will be
crippled. They will not have the
funds to afford whatever fees
service providers will charge
while trying to stay competitive
in the market. In addition, net
neutrality has the possibility
to create financial burdens for
consumers as well. An example
would be if Dell chose to pay
a fee to ensure its Web site
loaded faster or possibly block
access to Mac's Web site. Who
do you think is going to make
up for Mac's losses? Because
I'm willing to het it's not going
to be cheap for Mac to guarantee its company is number
one. I'm also willing to bet Mac
isn't going to take quarterly
losses because it has to pay an

Internet provider fee.
The problem of not having
net neutrality goes far beyond
the potential of small business
and consumer losses or Web
page loading. What these corporations would have the power
to do is blatantly discriminate
what content goes on their
Internet service. As the Internet
stands right now, any person
can start a blogor a Web site
and say whatever they want.
Any person can upload a video
to YouTube.com regardless of
the content. I lowever, without
net neutrality, service providers can also block any content
they don't wanton theirserver.
This is a violation of the First
Amendment, and it has already
happened.
On Aug. 5 of this year. Pearl
lam headlined the l.ollapalooza
in Chicago. Their entire set
was being streamed live that
night by AT&T for free on the
Internet. During the song
"Daughter," Pearl lam segued
into Pink Floyd's "The Wall.''
Fhe lead singer, Eddie Vedder.
improvised lyrics referring to
his feelings about George W.
Bush. I lowever, you would have
only known that if you were
there. Viewers on the Internet
didn't hear any of this — they
only saw video of the crowd.
AT&T stated it was a technical
problem that caused the loss of
audio. Conveniently, the audio
resumed as soon as he was finished with his remarks. AT&T

had been playing other performances all weekend long on the
Internet. But the only time an
audio glitch occurred was for
20 seconds after Eddie Vedder
sang "George Bush, leave this
world alone" (view the video for
yourself at www.pearljam.coml.
However, the issue of net
neutrality isn't a left vs. right
issue. Last year, the Christian
Coalition, Moveon.organd Gun
owners of America created a
Web site called www.savethelntemet.com. The Web site offers
a more detailed explanation of
what net neutrality is and how
you can help protect it. This
is an unheard issue that will
directly affect everyone if we do
not do something about it. Go
to t he Web site, read up on net
neutrality, sign the petition and
call your national representatives. If you don't, the Web sites
you visit may be gone tomorrow
— unless you have the right
provider, that is.

some extent with the unfortunate, Milling labels tliat 'shotput
girls" receive in society today.
The author also seems to
blame actresses like Itoris I lilton
for promiscuous behavior.
Unfortunately, but all too clearly,
women have been objectified for
far longer than "The Simple life"
has been on the air. It is unfortunate that the guest columnist
seems to believe that sexism is
only a recent phenomenon.
It is unfortunate that teenage
girls (and women as well) in
American society today an* so
over-sexed, but it's certainly not
a problem that can be blamed
on a group of unattractive girls
working a high school fundraiser.

Situations like these are only
symptoms of a fundamental flaw
in our society — the objectification of women.
The thinly disguised sexism in
the author's words attempts to
change this timely and important subject into a cheap bit of
situational comedy, but 1 would
hope that any reader of The BG
News would see last week's guest
column as the misogynistic garbage it really was.
I think I speak with .ill the
"shotput girls" of the world when
I call for an end to the senseless
labeling and grouping of women
in our nation today.
Mallheir Horn
Senior, lawgrntetl Social Studies

Sciul comments alum tliis
column IO thenews9bgnett&com

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Associate Professor Keith
Bernhard in our first faculty
column of the year.
Mwendah M'Mailutha and
Brian Kutzley.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOI
Column did nothing to
combat objectification
The guest columnist who
penned last week's piece "The
sex didn't sell, but the effort
WBS disturbing enough" seems
unable to grasp that
the attitudes displayed in the
column are part of the reason
why some girls an' forced to don
the promiscuous role that society
demands.
According to the column,
girls attempting to raise money
for an extracurricular activity
were clearly separated into two
groups, one of which was composed of girls who were not as

physically attractive (the article
uses the phrase "the ones that
might do shot put"! to describe
them. The author rants about
his amusement at the giris'
antics and the inferiority of the
"B'Feain" to the prettier, more
blatantly sexual group, but manages to entirely miss the point as
to why these girls an' acting this
way in the first place.
Did it not occur to the author
that perhaps Team B" felt more
obligated to imitate "Team A"
because of sexist and degrading
judgments such as "the ones that
might do shot put"? By engaging
in such objectifying language,
the author defeats his own logic
by showing that he agrees to
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a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom.

WEB SITE POLL
Q: How much did your books cost for fall semester?

$0 - $100:5%
$101 $300:29%
$301 $600:31%
$601 or more: 5%
I
\

The BG News poll is not suenvfic and reflects the opinions of
only those Internet users who have chosen to participate, fhe
results cannot be assumed to represent the opinions of Internet

Towardhealthcarefora

Certainly we have all heard about
or seen Michael Moore's new
film 'Sicko"— a documentary
that opens eyes for many of us
Americans having problems with
our system of privatized health
care. It is Due that the health care
system in the United States is
becoming Increasingly frowned
upon. In fact, earlier this year, a
Gallup poll found that 42 pcreent
of I lemocrats and 34 percent of
Independents in this country find
that universal health care is the
answer to our system's problems.
Even more surprising is that 18
percent of Republicans (a majority of the sample of republicans!
agreed this was the solution for
the issue.
If more and more voting
Americans are demanding that
the federal government implements a universal health care
system, what exactly is holding
our government hack?
Fhe U.S. government is facing one of the largest deficits in
history for reasons that I will fall
short in mentioning (saving that
one for another article).
Raising taxes is the answer
to funding this universal
health care plan. I I.R. 6T6 was
a bill introduced in 2003 by
Representatives John Conyers. DMich.. Dennis Kudnkh, D-Ohio.
lini McDermott. D-Wash.. and
I )onna < hristensen, D-Virgin
Islands, which establishes a
national health care plan for all
Americans.
It claims that funding for this
plan will come from continuing the current federal and state
funding of health care programs
as well as having a payroll tax
of 3.3 percent and a 5 percent
health tax on the top 5 percent of
income earners.
Obviously these taxes are
very modest in comparison to
Canada's estimated 35.5 percent
income tax on people within the
middle class income bracket. But
we have to take into perspective
that 44 percent of health care
costs are covered by the Federal
Government already.
Ironically, the tax issue is the
usual defense for the argument
that universal health care is not
the answer. The fact is that a
majority of Americans are already
up to their necks in health care
costs — whether it is because of
|>aying for govemmentally funded Medicare or paving for health
care through private insurance.
So what exactly is the government's problem with universal
health care? Is it as simple as the
scapegoat that our economy cannot functionally afford it? Or as
corrupt as bureaucrats receiving
large amounts of special interest
funding from private health care
organizations?

It certainly can't lie fear of
socialized medicine because
many basic necessities have
already been socialized in the
United States such as food
stamps, postal services and education.
As more and more people in
this country plead for a universal
health care system to be implemented, we begin to see that the
basic human right to live has
been counted out of the sociopolitical scene.
Most of the top Democratic
and Republican candidates running for the 2008 presidential
election are more inclined to talk
about "market reforms" or "private employer based insurance"
rather than really tackling the
health can' needs of Americans.
lust recently, former New
York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
has reportedly spoken about
"government-controlled health
insurance" as a very dangerous
answer to our health care problems. And (as seen in "Sicko")
I Hilary Clinton is now the recipient of the 2nd largest donation
of funds given to politicians
in the United States by private
health care providers.
If our federal government is
letting us down, what is there for
us to do? We could go out and
vote for what we believe to be
the best answer to health care
as offered by our preferred party
leaders. But how sure are we that
Uiis Democrat or Republican
who wins the presidency will
truly fulfill the need for a universal health care system. A system
that a majority of Americans in
the largest political parties see as
the answer to this nation's health
care problems?
The answer on how to achieve
universal health care is within us.
It is our responsibility as citizens
of this country not only to support our style of government but
also critique it when it has turned
its back on the demands of the

people.
We must not take compromises from our senators, representatives and president. Especially at
our collegiate level of education,
we must feel the most responsible out of the entire nation to
yell louder in protest when our
government turns a deaf ear.
Throughout the history of
our nation, we have expressed
a feeling of great responsibility towards change. We should
take this action in that spirit of
revolution that has captivated us
from the beginning to become
a diverse and powerful nation
with a strong system of justice
that understands our basic
human rights.
It is only right that we protest our way towards change;
towards a system of health care
that allows us to live healthv and
full lives.

Send comments (limit this
column to tlteneiesWugiieuis.com

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions (or columns is two per month

V

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then«ws@bgnew5.
com with the sub)ect line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Fire in Greece threatens ancient ruins
By John F.L. Ross

firefighting service already
stretched to the limit and many
blamed authorities for leaving
them defenseless.
I Ires are burning in more than
half the country," said lire depart
iiicnts|xikcsiiian\ikosl)iainandis.

The Associated Press

ANCIENT OLYMPIA, Greece
— I-'irefigliters backed In air
craft dropped water and loam
on the birthplace of the andent
Olympics yesterda) to slop wild Tttfsisdefinitetyan unprecedented
fires from burning the 2,800- disaster for Greece."
year-old ruins, one ol the most
Government and firefighting
officials have suggested arson
revered sites of antiquity.
But the fires burning for three
straight days obliterated vast
swathes of the country and the
death toll rose by II yesterday
to 60. New fires broke out faster
than others could he brought
under control. Desperate residents appealed through television stations lor help from a

FLOOD
From Page 1
also damaged In the flood.
Adam and Lisa I aureano.
whose home was partially
destroyed by flood damage,
have heen living in the shelter with their daughter since
Wednesday
"The water just hit us all at
once." Adam said.
The Laureano house was
located between the Hlanchard

Riverand Eaglet reek, lecording
to Uiegle. this is the area that
received the most Hooding.
Although skeptical that the
water would invade their house.
Adam went to save a possession
he holds dear - his album col
lection.
"I don't know why, bin that
was the first thing I grabbed,"
Adam said light hearledly.
Despite everything they lost,
the Laureanos realized they
were lucky, expressing sympa-

The BG News
Classified Ads

caused many of the Mazes, and
several people had heen arrested. The government offered a
reward ol up to $136 million for
anyone providing information
that would lead to the arrest ol
an arsonist.

forest fires are common during Greece's hot, drj summers

The Daily Crossword
Fix
DAfOR
hmuaht to you
vou by
hv LS/-\ W I
brought

— but nothing lias approached
the scale of the last three days.
Arson is often suspected, mostly
to clear land for development.
No construction is allowed in
Greece in areas designated as
forest land, and fires are sometimes set to circumvent the law.
Ihe from of one fire yesterday reached Ancient Olympia in
southern Greece, burning trees
and shrubs just a few yards from
t he museum at the site. Although
the pristine forest around Ihe
siie was burned, none of the
ruins were damaged.
Ruined temples of Zeus, king
of the ancient Greek gods, and
bis wife I lent stand on what was
a lush riverside site.

f
■■1

I he couple has heard stories
from Other shelter residents
without insurance, retirees on
lived incomes and people who
were homeless before the Hood
and said they are grateful for Ihe
ability to rebuild.
Adam and Lisa were appreciative of all the shelter has provided for them.

' I he shelter has cots, showers,
what more could you ask
for?" Adam said.
Evacuees have been pitching
in and contributing in whatever
way they can.
The Laureanos' daughter,
lahitha. IS, woke up at 530 a.m.
I mlav morning lo baby-sit children in a makeshift playground,
complete with games and toys
IIKKI
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Horse teed
From Ihe beginning, in music
Perform
Cameo shape
Glossy painl
Hound sound
World-famous |ewel
6th sense
Sorenstam or Edberg
Bask
Biol. and aslron
Light gas
Formicary insect
Elite socializing venue
Largest South American city
Radiating light
Cuddly
This puzzle's theme
Fail to include
Sports sphere
Stand between
Decoration ol the wounded
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ACROSS

Even the children themselves
are helping out. A young boy
with a smile on bis face was
struggling with a bucket half his
size, moving toward the dining
area.
Oilier volunteers from outside the shelter came to provide
entertainment for evacuees. On
rhursday night, a college-aged
art student came to draw caricatures of children until forced to
leave at lights mil at 11 p.m.
A mother of one of the children drawn by the artist was
overcome with tears, according
to Lisa. The mother said the caricature was the only picture she
now has ol her daughter.

has it worse."

1
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donated by the community.

thy for those who would not he
able to replace their belongings
as easily.
"Friends have helped us
replace what we've lost," Lisa
said. "No matter how bad you
feel, there is someone else who

1

'

Part of CBS
Part of AKA
"South Park" kid
Malta's capital
Lumberjacks
Sure shot
Digger's tool
Greek letter
Star of France
Breakfast staple
Certainly!
"Calendar Girl" singer
Empty promises

Expressions of delight
Stale openly
Seal up
Toboggans
Roman gods
Gasteyer of "SNL"
Machinery parts
Quantity
Writer
Men-only network
members
Help a crook
Ship wood
Liquid asset
Full of life
Boldface, e.g.
Asserts without
British record label
Master newscaster
proof
Map book
Debt notes
Plantation, e.g.
Captain Kirk's helmsDragster
man
Songwriters' org.
Force out
Pleasant Island, today 54 Differ slightly
Persistent pain
Porter
Cacophony
Late July babies
1998 Sarah
Succotash beans
McLachlan hit
State of accord
Wisemen
Memory units
Outer boundary
Friendly corresponMonster's loch
dent
Moose cousin
PBS benefactor
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"It has been no one individual effort," Casiano said. "It has
been countless people pulling
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Carlos Casiano. a volunteer
and local minister, praised the
way so many people have come
together in the wake of disaster,
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or call 419.352.3568

Lost/Found

Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

419-372-6977

FOUND Male cat. by DO. while w/
blk spols Approx 6 mo's Conlact
Toledo
Humane
Society
419-891-0705

BnteWhite Professional Teeth Whitening using blue light - only S299.
Call353-6394.

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary Teaming provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

3 bdrm brick ranch 273 State St 2
blks from 8GSU. 1 1/2 baths. AC,
double garage, appliances Call
419-352-3478

iin- H(J News will noi knowlnglj
Kccpi ■dventsemcnis thai discriminate, <>r encourage discrimination
■gaintf ti»v individual 01 group on
the basil "i race u ■ mini, creed,
religion, national Mlgfn. MVII.II tut
entatton disability, naius .is a \*-i
nan. "t on ilu' basis <>f any other
k'K>ilh protected Mai us,

LOST DOG lull size Yorkshire terrier
blk & brn blue collar, near Campbell Hill Ftd . 8/17. 7pm Answers lo
Romeo 614-746-0255 REWARD1"

Gymnastics Coach Enthusiastic &
dedicated individual for competitive
team, levels 5 & 6. 12 hrs per wk
Knowledge of compulsory routines
helpful Located on BGSU campus
Call BG Gynmastics Academy at
419-575-4359

MANUFACTURING (part Time & Full
Time--all shifts) Will train, but experience m manufacturing and automotive a plus Must have a valid dnver's
license Part-time and full-time openings in the Findlay area for all shifts
email resume to

Small refrigerator tor sale. 3 2 cu ft
Size 33-hx18-wx19"d. S75 00
Call 419-354-3405

Travel

m#4

Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free Call lor group
discounts Best Prices Guaranteed1
Info/Reservations I-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Cultural Immersion Trip to Peru
over Christmas Break (Visit ancient
ruins of Machu Picchu) Explore
Art, Culture and Social Issues in
Peru. Dec 16. 2007-Jan 4.2008
EARN 3 CREDIT HOURS in ARTS &
SCIENCE lor the spring semester
If interested email Bill Thompson
at wthompfibgsu.edu or Gordon
Ricketts gordonr@bgsu.edu

Wanted
Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail, for sublease. 1 male occup lo
vacancy of 4 man apt Furn . S324
mo. plus util Call Kyle 419-206-0985

BY THE BOTTLE

HALF PRICE
WITH

Per

DINNER

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:

Ms

Studios: (torn $309

Attention Part Time Work, SI 5 25
base-appt. customer sales/service,
no exp nee. conditions apply, all
ages 17.. call now 419-865-5150. or
apply on line at
www.worklorstudenls.com

A'e you HONEST? DETAILED? ENERGETIC? DEPENDABLE' Locally
owned Mighty Mouse Maid cleaning
bus seeking females for pt time
work II answered "yes" to all above,
then you may be whal I'm looking
for S7 00 per hr Availability btwn.
Sam-noon. M-F If interested, call
Calhleen 419-308-1595
Child care center now hiring care
givers for days, eves . weekends.
Send resume or apply in person 580
Craig Dr. Suite 2. Perrysburg OH
43551. into@kidzwatch net
Childcare needed. 3 days. 8am-5pm
in our Perrysburg home. Reliable
trans needed m childcareOhotmail
com
Desk clerk needed approx 16 hours
a week Sat 4pm to midnight a must
Stop by ihe Buckeye Inn 1740 E
Woosler lo apply 419-352-1520

I Bedrooms: from $435
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

C/A, Pets Welcome
On Site Laundrv
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term leases Avail

16) South Main • Pmvlini; Green
Phone41'

Help Wanted

Vli Blocks From Campus

EVERY

YMCA child care group leaders Immediate openings Available shifts.
Mon thru Fn 6 30-9 00am &
3 00-6 00pm Contact Sara
419-251-9622

553-2277

Full and part time position available
for lawn and landscaping
419-354-1923

NEW CUSTOMERS

THE
TANNING
CENTER

418-382-7881

2 VISITS FOR $5

9 p.m. • Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Mike will amaze you as he makes
snow fall from his hands, levitates
four feet above the ground, and more!

Wednesday, August 29

Use your package at any of our locations

<i

THE HEAT
904 E. Woostei
419-352-3588

IHtTSONLtU'l
PtBUOHTHAHOnt
PAY J"> TAXI
5

''to.1 •"'"I'1
closest lo campus

"18 310?

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
5 DBds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appl. available
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

Five Times August
9:30pm • Bowen-Thompson Student Union,
Multipurpose Room
The one-man music project
known as Five Times August
has Tunes showcased on MTV'
Laguna Beach, and the CW's
One Tree Hill.

Need waitress. Al Mar Lanes, nights
Apply anytime. 11am - 8pm
1010 N Main St

1 to 2 rmtes wanted tor house in
Portage For 1 person-5325 each.
2-S100 for both & split utilities Call
509-868-5744

Wood Lane Residential Services.
2 bdrm apartments avail immed
Inc will be at the Student Union on
Short term possible Pets allowed
August 29. 2O07 from 10am to 2pm
419-409-1110
to discuss employment opportunities
and distribute applications tor 227 N. Prospect 5 bdrm . appliances
part-time 7 sub positions working mclud . 3 to 5 tenants, tree pkg , rent
with adults with mental & physical neg 419-308-2676
disabilities. "Excellent opportunity to
gam experience toward your career
3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
goals
next to water tower
419-352-5239
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organization
with over 70 chapters across the 854 8th St 1 bdrm , lull kitchen, lots
country, is seeking motivated stu- of parking. $400 mo. & elec. No pels.
dents to assist in starting a local 9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354
chapter (3 0 GPA Required) Contact
Rob Miner, Director of Chapter DeAVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
velopment at rminer®salhonors.
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
org
Call 419-354-9740.

25% Off!

For Sale

ECLIPSE GT - Vehicle includes: Upgraded sound system with 12 in.
subwooters & amp. Non-smoker,
Leather Seats. Power Brakes, Power
Locks/Mirrors, Power Windows,
ABS, Power Sunroof. Air Conditioning. Tilt Steering Wheel. Cruise Control, Tinted Glass, Dual Front Air
Bags. Front Seat Side Air Bags. Fog
Lamps, Rear Spoiler. 119k miles.
Very clean interior, looks & runs
great!!! $7700 - contact Ryan at
419-308-6984.

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet.
Call 419-352-1520.

Ren! (S300 incl util | Rel leach
Share house w/ prof./grad. stdt Lg.
older BG home 4 bdrms 2 w.b.f.p.,
wooded lot. out bldgs.. Pymt. neg.
Lv msg 419-241-1200. ext. 1214
Sept Special!! $200 off 1st mo s
rent. Studio S 1 bdrm apts. start at
$365. Pets welcome 419-352-0590.
Spacious new 4 bdrm. house. 2 1/2
baths, walk-in closet, wfin 5 min. of
BGSU $1200 mo. 732-406-6653

JOHN NEWLOVE UAL ESTATE, INC.
709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

^£f-

m
3*

3 MONTHS

m the standard beds

For Rent
" Avail now Rooms S225 mo. 4
bdrm free internet, cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325

lip. 1/31/17

32 Rooms Huailable!!

Mike Super, Magician and Illusionist

Sleeper sectional couch Good cond
Pick up in BG $200 OBO Call Jenn
at 353-2303

fax to 419-843-7218. mail to Benchmark National Corporation. 3161 N
Republic Blvd . Toledo OH 43613 or
call 419-424-0958

Ow bmo pu/ctiast
Restrictions Apof,

Monday, August 27

For Sale

(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

Thursday, August 30
Lee Camp, Comedian

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, CM
Shuttle stop across the street

9pm • Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Come see why Jimmy Fallon calls
him "freakin' incredible!"

Spsnsortd by Orientatton and First Year Piogmna

SS25/month Full Year Lease
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For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

V

1 800 829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

J

